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XS Brokers Commits $100,000 to Troy University’s Risk Management & Insurance Program 
 

 

Quincy, MA – June 03, 2022 – XS Brokers (XSB), a national wholesale and binding intermediary specializing in property 

and casualty personal and commercial lines products, recently made a $100,000 commitment to Troy University’s Sorrell 

College of Business’ Risk Management and Insurance (RMI) program. Adam Devine, XS Broker’s CEO who serves on the 

RMI Advisory Board is excited to make the contribution to support the students and the program. 

“Several graduates of Troy’s RMI program have joined our organization in the past year. We are very impressed not only 

by the quality of their education but also their strong work ethic and strong values,” said Adam Devine. “My organization  

thought it appropriate to make a financial commitment to the RMI program for both existing and future students.” 

“I was asked to join the RMI Advisory Board a year ago and in a very short time, I have seen the fantastic commitment 

made to the field from the faculty led by Dr. Baggett.” 

The RMI program highlights the importance of risk management within the context of a global business framework. The 

program offers students the opportunities to become proficient in risk management and insurance concepts as they 

apply them to servicing both commercial and personal insurance needs. 

Dr. Courtney Baggett, an associate professor and Department Chair of Economics, Finance and RMI said the funds will 

provide assistance to the students through individual scholarships, financial assistance for state licensing exams, student 

travel and other needs. 

This gift will make a tremendous impact on our students, and I can’t express how grateful I am to Adam and the XS 

Brokers organization for their benevolence,” she said.  “Adam has played an important role on our RMI Advisory Board, 

and we are humbled to receive such a substantial gift from XS Brokers.” 

XS Brokers Insurance Agency (www.xsbrokers.com) is an independent binding authority and wholesale brokerage group 

headquartered in Massachusetts. With offices throughout the Northeast and Southeast, XSB is a full-service insurance 

group providing leading-edge coverage solutions exclusively to retail agents and brokers. Since 1978, XSB focuses on 

providing a broad range of personal and commercial lines solutions, service excellence, and market agility to help retail 

agents drive growth. Licensed in 50 states and with well over 30 binding authority facilities and strategic carrier 

appointments, XSB continues to achieve double-digit growth and profit. 
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